1. CARD FRONT.
YOU MAY FILL THIS WHOLE PAGE.
DOCMAIL WILL PLACE A 3MM WHITE BORDER AROUND YOUR ARTWORK.

YOU MUST REMOVE THIS TEMPLATE FROM YOUR ARTWORK BEFORE UPLOADING TO DOCMAIL.
2. CARD INSIDE TOP.
YOU MAY FILL THIS WHOLE PAGE.
DOCMAIL WILL PLACE A 3MM WHITE BORDER AROUND YOUR ARTWORK.

YOU MUST REMOVE THIS TEMPLATE FROM YOUR ARTWORK BEFORE UPLOADING TO DOCMAIL.
3. CARD INSIDE BOTTOM.
PLACE YOUR GREETING HERE.
DOCMAIL WILL PLACE A 3MM WHITE BORDER AROUND YOUR ARTWORK.

YOU MUST REMOVE THIS TEMPLATE FROM YOUR ARTWORK BEFORE UPLOADING TO DOCMAIL.
4. CARD REVERSE.
YOU MAY FILL THE WHITE AREA. ARTWORK TO READ UPSIDE DOWN.
PLEASE LEAVE THE ADDRESS AREA BLANK.

* NOTE THAT ARTWORK WILL NEED TO READ THIS WAY UP *

Address Area.

Please leave this blank.

DOCMAIL WILL PLACE A 3MM WHITE BORDER AROUND YOUR ARTWORK.
YOU MUST REMOVE THIS TEMPLATE FROM YOUR ARTWORK BEFORE UPLOADING TO DOCMAIL.